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Magickal Servitors Create Your Own Spirits To Attract Pleasure Power And Prosperity
"Specific instructions on how to dream lucidly and consciously leave one's body. Describes various methods of achieving the out-of-body state and what to do once there"--Provided by publisher.
A spellbook of magick to stop or confuse enemies from their actions against you. The rituals are specific to different actions and the author includes spells to spread peace after the disruptive actions have dissipated.
The heart of this book is magick that works. Chaos Magick can give you quick fixes, emergency solutions, direct results and rituals that can be tailored to your exact and immediate circumstances. Ideal for beginners, or a new direction for the experienced occultist. This book presents a
revolutionary style of Chaos Magick. These ideas are original, direct and above all, practical. You will discover:The secrets of Instant Alchemy, Emotional Crafting and The Fire of Gnosis.How to generate Magickal Chaos Energy, to empower all your workings. Influence Magick,
Thoughtforms and an alternative form of Sex Magick.Sigil Magick Remastered - a completely new way of tapping into the essence of magick.Contacting Spirits - detailed instructions for contacting and commanding entities.There's nothing quite like doing magick and seeing it work, so
that's what lies ahead of you. If it doesn't work, it isn't magick.
This book will help you to enrich and improve your life beyond anything you now imagine! The Secret of Spirit-Thought Magic, says Frank R. Young, will reveal to you how the power of spiritism may be used to gain ascendancy over the power of materialism in your life. Learn to Project
the thoughts that summons spirits from the Magic Astral World to make your secret wishes come true!
Magickal Riches
The Secrets of Extreme Prosperity
Printed Sigils and Talismans for Magickal Workers
Words of Power
Silence, Bind and Crush Your Enemies with the Art of Occult Warfare
Strategies in Practical Magick
Instant Access to 133 Angelic Powers
A Guide to Self-Initiation
In his popular Magickal Cashbook, author Damon Brand taught readers how to attract money in moments. In Wealth Magick, he reveals the closely guarded secrets of the super-rich. WARNING: This book uses angels and demons. The entire operation is made safe by omnipotent angels, but if the thought of working with demons makes you
squeamish, look to my other books such as Words of Power and Magickal Angels, which have no demonic content.This book is designed for serious occult workers, who want to focus on wealth creation in the long term. The magick is safe, because every demons is constrained by angelic forces, but this is not a book for those who are uneasy
with the occult.Damon says, 'To be clear, and for the sake of complete honesty, I am not super-rich, but I am extremely wealthy compared to where I was last year, and compared to my childhood I feel like a billionaire. To me this is extreme prosperity, because I never have to worry about money, I get to do everything I want to do, go the places
I want and own the things I've always dreamed of having.'How rich you become is up to you.Wealth Magick concentrates the best magick into a series of workings that will enable you to attract the wealth you desire. If you want money, it's yours.You do not have to spend years performing endless spells, or months trying to see and talk to
strange and dangerous spirits. This method has been concentrated into the purest magick. You begin attracting riches from day one.As Damon Brand points out, magick is often over-complicated. He says, 'Before you know it you're trying ten different methods at once and your house is filled with candles, altars, incense and all sorts of images,
crystals and magickal gadgets.'The good news is that most of this junk can be thrown out. Everything you need is contained in Wealth Magick.The magickal operations in this book are not about attracting a little extra cash. They are about creating a completely new lifestyle, based on a flow of extreme prosperity. You will discover:* The #1
mistake people make when trying to manifest money. * A set of unique secret seals, drawn from ancient texts and combined with modern magick. * How to find out what you really want, and perform your magick safely.* A quick ritual for attracting fast cash. * 7 wealth workings that can not be found anywhere else.
Through the manipulation of the psyche, combined with psychic energy manipulation, you can deeply alter your mind and the neural wiring in your brain, so that new seemingly impossible possibilities become real and you are literally able to bring a magical companion into existence. Discover the next step in Servitor creation. Create the
greatest companion and ally that you could imagine. Expand the limits of your intellect and personal reality. Discover the power of a Servitor Advisor and begin to explore the possibilities of a Servitor Lover
In Walking with Spirits, I share my process for connecting and working with spirits that enables you to get consistent results, while building collaborative relationships with the spirits you work with. Working with spirits doesn’t have to involve the coercion of spirits that you find in conventional approaches to spirit work. What I share is an
alternative approach that enables you to develop a friendly relationship with the spirits you work with and allows you to get results. Instead of trying to force a spirit to do something for you, you’ll learn the following: How to create a rapport with spirits that allows you to become allies. Why a co-equal relationship with spirits is better than any
other type of relationship you could form. What the problems are with conventional Western spirit work techniques such as what you find in the grimoires. How to use experiential embodiment to connect with spirits. How to use a simplified approach to invocation and evocation that allows you to work with spirits and get results. If you’re ready
to learn a different approach to working with spirits, where you don’t create enemies, and instead have life long relationships where you and the spirits from working with each other, Walking with Spirits will show you a different path for working with spirits that gets you results.
The Greater Magickal Angels follows on from the popular Magickal Angels, but is a complete magickal system in its own right. You do not need to be familiar with the first book to get results. Magickal Angels introduced readers to 24 angels, but The Greater Magickal Angels covers the powers of 48 angels that were not revealed in the first
book. You can start working with the Greater Angels immediately and everything you need is included here.The angels in this book can help you to develop and attract love, find harmony, increase fame, find strength, break through adversity, sleep well, heal yourself and obtain clear thought. There are angelic powers that enable you to invent,
discover new methods, improve your business and find new supporters. You can free yourself of enemies and increase the loyalty of friends and lovers. The power to improve prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety, learn easily, understand in new ways and dominate strong personalities is at your hand. The angels can help
you to excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see the past, present and future with clarity. Whether you are seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing or peace, the angelic powers can help you to improve your life in the ways that matter to you most.Although the same ritual technique from Magickal Angels is repeated here, the
powers revealed are sometimes more subtle and precise, as well as being richer and more complex. That is why I refer to these as the 'greater' angels. It doesn't mean that they are necessarily better, but when used wisely they can have more far-reaching and long-lasting effects. Often, getting a magickal result requires a subtle, cunning and
well-planned approach that occurs in stages. The angels in this book will help with your greater plans.This magick works regardless of your religion or beliefs. Hebrew words are used, along with Latin Psalms, because these are keys to angel magick. This does not make the magick Jewish or Christian. Aspects of those religious structures have
been incorporated into the magick, because they are shortcuts to angelic contact. This magick is used by people of many religious backgrounds, and by atheists and by those who just sense there is something magickal going on out there.The angels will respond to any strong desire, and help you bring about change in the world. This book
contains secrets that enable angelic contact to occur rapidly.You will discover:A method for empowering talismans and sigilsInformation on how to choose the right angelMethods for communicating more directly with angelsPerforming angel magick for other people. If you are serious about angelic work, this book can take your efforts to a
much higher level.NOTE: If you own Magickal Angels the complete ritual is repeated here, so that new readers have access to that material. Be aware that when you buy this book, you are buying several chapters that you have already read. There is plenty of new information, however, as well as 48 new angels along with their sigils.
The Book of Baphomet
Manifest Wealth and Prosperity with Thought Forms and Servitors
Success Magick
Rituals for Prosperity, Healing, Love, Wisdom, Divination and Success
Three Practical Rituals for Working with The 72 Demons
The 72 Angels of Magick
The Complete Book of Out-of-Body Experiences
Occult Rituals for Manifesting Money
A new paradigm that delivers a genuine transformation of occultism. The author assumes no previous knowledge, only a willingness to explore what magick offers, yet it is apparent to anyone with a background in the subject that Alan Chapman is drawing on a wide range of experience, from classical Crowleyean Magick, to eastern metaphysics, and back again to Discordianism and Chaos Magick.
Chapman's writing-style is humorous, direct, seductively logical, and his enthusiasm for the benefits of magick is both tangible and infectious. The novice magician will indeed find themselves equipped to commence all sorts of magickal operations: trance work, enchantment, divination, and even some of the higher forms of spiritual development. To experienced magicians, Chapman offers a subtler
challenge: he revitalises magick by cutting it free from the extreme relativism Chaos Magick bequeathed, provocatively redefining it as: the art, science and culture of experiencing truth.
Includes a preview of Richard Bartlett's bestselling Matrix Energetics. The Physics of Miracles will change your perceptions about what is possible, with real, practical applications for healing and transformation. As a follow-up to his popular first book, Matrix Energetics, Dr. Richard Bartlett presents The Physics of Miracles. Building on the success of his dynamic and popular seminars, Dr. Bartlett
shares new concepts on the cutting edge of healing and transformation. The strength of Bartlett’s energetic healing work—and why he’s already becoming one of the most well respected teachers in modern energy medicine—is that you don’t have to understand the actual science to put it to use. The Physics of Miracles utilizes advanced scientific concepts while remaining accessible to everyone,
from children to medical professionals. Discussing seemingly implausible topics, such as time travel, alternate universes, and invisibility, this book is fascinating and instantly applicable. The Physics of Miracles will reshape the way people think about their place in the universe and their capacity for health and healing.
Creating Magickal Entities is a comprehensive reference manual that presents step-by-step instructions for creating entities through astral manipulation that will change your life. This manual, written by three practicing occultists, reveals magickal and alchemical methods, many which have been lost and suppressed through the ages, in a refreshingly modern way that magickal practitioners of any
tradition can understand.
You hold in your hands the material result of many years' hard craft. This Book contains some of the secrets of Life itself; or rather, the occult deity of Life on Earth, Baphomet. Horned, vital, beautiful, awe full, our aeons old Chaos Magick idol finds a name from the Knights' Templar, then goes incognito through the Enlightenment (when flourished those great natural philosophers beloved of science
historians), before emerging via devil worship and witchcraft into this era of Deep Ecology. Darwin could have used a picture of Baphomet as his frontispiece, to demonstrate the one flesh from which all species originate. Contacting this Great Spirit, the anima mundi, allows access to a new way of ordering the world, with fresh visions of how and why we could Live. Here the authors weave strands
from their lives into a rich tapestry of images, which might give you a pointer or two towards your own self-realisation, whilst amusing, entertaining, and instructing along the way. Revolution, evolution, leap beyond the apocalypse to the Now!
Hands-on Chaos Magic
Sigils of Power and Transformation
The Greater Magickal Angels
Archangels of Magick
Contact the 42 Angels of Magickal Transformation
Magickal Attack
Secret Magickal Sounds That Manifest Your Desires
Secret Techniques for Personal Power and Manifestation

The years since the financial crash have seen the realization dawn that the great promise of modern civilization will go unfulfilled. Study hard, work hard, buy a house, retire happy. It's all a lie, spun for the benefit of a tiny elite. The richest eighty-five people on earth have as much wealth as the poorest 3.5 billion. Each month, the numbers change but they never improve. Magical and spiritual discourse has failed to keep up with this new reality.
The Chaos Protocols aims to fix that. Join Gordon White as he shows you how to use chaos magic not only to navigate these trying times, but to triumph as well. Discover how to become invincible through initiation, and wage the mind war that will keep you moving toward what you really want. From sigil magic to working with spiritual allies, The Chaos Protocols helps you act on the unwavering belief that your life should matter and you're not
going to let something as trifling as the apocalypse get in the way of it. Praise: "Gordon White gives a master class on the hard economic realities and the kind of low down and dirty magic for which he has become famous. Pragmatic, sharp, and funny, The Chaos Protocols is a treasure of a book."—Peter Grey, author of Apocalyptic Witchcraft "Take two parts Magick Without Tears, a measure of The Wealth of Nations, a pinch of Ian Fleming
and a dash of Noel Coward and you have this almost promiscuously readable text. Whoever said books on magick can't be fabulously entertaining as well as eminently practical has obviously not read up on their Gordon White. Remedy that situation."—Chris Knowles, author of The Secret History of Rock n' Roll and Our Gods Wear Spandex
Learn how to better your life through the magic of angels.
Imagine using magick without any aim, desire or hope, without trying to solve problems, and seeking no gain. Imagine if this magick started to bring you all the things you want, and solved your problems.What if it increased your peace, passion, understanding, and your purpose in life? That's only the beginning of what this book can do for you.Damon Brand reveals a groundbreaking form of magick. It's easy to use but works in a completely
new way. This is the final book in the best-selling Words of Power series, and it takes the magick to a new level.In Part One there are seven major rituals covering Perception, Knowledge, Imagination, Love, Healing, Transformation, and The Empowered Mind.In Part Two, you can direct the magick where you want. There are over fifty sigils to fine-tune your reality.The magick leads you to experience the world in a mystical way that can include
intuition, visions, and psychic abilities while attracting the real-world results you need.The magick in Mystical Words of Power only requires your thoughts, feelings, your voice, and the images in the book. It's as easy as magick gets.When you connect with this angelic power you discover who you are, what you want, and the mystical states required to attract everything you need to live the life of your dreams.The combined power of the two
magickal styles in this book make it unlike anything you've seen before. It's the most enjoyable and effective way to bring healing, strength, certainty, and creative control to all that you desire.
Progressing from Thelemic Magick, Maat Magick transforms the ashes and rubble of the destruction caused by the old formula of the Dying God into a new world society. These rituals are designed for the individual, but can be adapted for group work.Introduction by Kenneth Grant, foreword by Jan Fries. Includes "Liber Pennae Praenumbra," a document received by Nema while in a visionary trance. Glossary. Bibliography. Index.
Advanced Ideas in Chaos Magick: Revised Edition
The Master Works of Chaos Magick
Maat Magick
111 Magick Sigils to Change and Control Your Life
Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Self-transformation
Images from the Gallery of Magick: Book One
Magickal Servitors
Creating Magickal Entities

If you have a genuine desire, speaking Words of Power will make the magick come alive for you. It takes moments to read the words and then the magick happens. If you've ever done magick of any kind - whether casting a spell, performing a ritual or even just praying - this may sound too good to be true.
Author Damon Brand says, 'I felt the same way when I first explored these ideas, because I have spent a lot of time working with more complex magick. When I tried the Words of Power, the results I received convinced me that this magick works.'Damon Brand works with a group of occultists known as The
Gallery of Magick and they have spent several decades testing the best combinations to create the most safe and effective Words of Power.Words of Power work because they connect you to spirit forces with direct access to divine power. The book gives you the ability to avoid violent situations, attract
generosity, know what people are thinking, improve luck, skills and wisdom as well as getting support for your projects. Words of Power give you new ways to attract money, make money last longer, protect yourself, repel enemies, gain an advantage as well as winning competitions.You will discover:25 word
combinations that produce results.Magick that can be done in private.Emergency magick for instant results.A brief activation ritual that switches the words on.Damon Brand says, 'Magick is about getting results in the real world, and that is the promise of this book.'
Magick is used to attract money, love and luck, but it can also be used to inspire artists, to encourage loyalty and passion, to increase popularity and fame, or to repel attacks. Magick can make people see you in a new light, protect you, end bad luck, open new opportunities, and direct change in whatever
way you want. If you have a need, it can be served through magick.With servitor magick you create a spirit yourself, using your mind, heart and soul, to serve your deepest needs.This is the most personal magick imaginable, and it can reward you with extreme pleasure, the power to create change, and the
ability to attract prosperity in all areas of your life.Everything that could be said about servitors has been said. Until now. Servitor magick has been around for a long time, but it became popular in the last half-century or so. There are countless Chaos Magick books and free websites that will tell you how to
create a servitor. There are a small number of variations on a theme, but the essence of these sources is the same. Magickal Servitors contains two major secrets discovered by The Gallery of Magick, which are embedded within the fabric of this process.This magick is designed to be accessible to beginners as
well as experienced occultists. If you are new to magick, all you need is an open mind and the willingness to work with the techniques as instructed. You will be pleasantly surprised by the way the world yields to the touch of magick. You will discover:Spirits that are easy to contact and effortless to
command.Servitors that grow and change with your needs. Magick for long-term, repeating results. Servitors for Self-Development, that help you enhance or subdue a personality trait.Perception Servitors, to see people and situations clearly.Servitors of influence, to stir thoughts and feelings in
others.Manifestation Servitors for material rewards and real-world change. The secret process of Vision, Creation and Life that gives birth to a loyal, powerful spirit.Acclaimed author Damon Brand say, 'With the secrets of practical magick, you create your life according to your true will. There is no higher
magick than the magick that brings results.'This book presents a system for creating servitors that will enable you to craft a conscious spirit that will act on your behalf, manipulating matter, time and the patterns of reality to bring the results you desire.
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If there is somebody you have longed for, the magick in this book can bring that person to you. If you want casual sex with lots of attractive people, the magick here works. If you're looking for true love and you think you've found the one, this magick can set the wheels of passion in motion. True seduction is
the art of attracting the people who will please you most, sexually and emotionally. At its best, seduction is also a gift to the one you seduce.
There are one hundred and eleven sigils in this book that can help with anything from self-confidence to luck, from healing to protection, and from inspiration and intuition to love. When you work with the sigils in this book, you throw out all the confusing magickal garbage and get straight to the power of
change. Sigils provide you with a visual code that unlocks the essence of magick. This book does not contain anything to do with witchcraft, spellcasting, kabbalistic ritual, evocation or any other method of magick that you might be familiar with. A sigil is nothing more than a drawing, but in this case, the
drawing is so much more than you can imagine. These drawings bypass the conscious mind, connecting you to a stream of pure magick. This is not dark magick, but magick of light. You can do no harm with this magick, to yourself or to others. The magick works because you have access to one hundred and
eleven secret sigils, handed down from ancient times. Every one of them can work wonders in the modern world. You will discover: The Magick of the Mind Inspiring Others Extended Perception Fortune Love and Friendship Breakthrough Magick Spiritual Magick Personal Strength Peace Magick Protection
Magick Personal Healing Health Magick Wisdom and Education Business and Finance Employment Magick The magick presented here is not bound to any religion, and it requires no magick words. You don't have to learn any difficult pronunciations or say a single word out loud. The magick requires no
visualization and no equipment. You won't light a candle or wave a wand. All you need is this book, your own strong desire and the will to carry out the instructions.
Defend Against Curses, Gossip, Bullies, Thieves, Demonic Forces, Violence, Threats and Psychic Attack
Create a Servitor
Art & Practice of Creative Visualization
Astral Dynamics
Attract Money Fast with Ancient Secrets and Modern Wealth Magick
The Physics of Miracles
The Sorcerer's Secrets
Psybermagick

The magick of demons can lead to a life of success, power and extraordinary peace. Demons will demolish enemies, enrich bold ventures, satisfy material desires, and provide you with wisdom, charisma, healing and persuasive dignity. The beauty of demonic magick is that
spiritual growth arises from material pleasure. If these are works of darkness, they bring great light. Demons of Magick provides you with three rituals for working with the seventy-two demons of Goetia. The first method is a way to petition for a simple result. The second
method is Connective Evocation, where you sense the presence of the demon, to obtain knowledge. The third method provides you with the instructions for a Full Evocation, with the demon brought to visible appearance. Each of the seventy-two demons is proficient in several
areas, and all of their powers can be used alone or in combination. You have thousands of sophisticated powers at your disposal. Gordon Winterfield says, 'My intent in creating this book has been to offer something genuinely original, and unobtainable elsewhere, based on
the wisdom of experienced, practicing occultists. I have no interest in peddling the same weary methods that can be found elsewhere. It is therefore unavoidable that the contents of this book will challenge much of what has been said on the subject. The magick in this book
is a modernized, workable method, and will violently contradict many beloved theories and beliefs. This book may offend you, but if you are open-minded, I believe you will find a method that works for you quite readily.' You will discover: The secret Evocation Keys for
attracting the demon to you. The names of 288 angels used to constrain the demons. 144 demonic and angelic seals. 72 colored sigils for working the rituals. The Ritual Opening that calls on five archangels. Words of Power for achieving altered states of consciousness. The
safest and simplest methods for evoking demons.
Alchemy is a process of change. The angels revealed in this book enable you to access personal alchemy, to change who you are, to refine yourself at the deepest level and thus attract the life you desire.Acclaimed and best-selling occult author, Damon Brand, presents a
potent, yet subtle form of angelic magick. With the help of these angels you can find patience, endurance and persistence, completing projects to your satisfaction. There are angels that can speed up the flow of reality, to help bring about rapid change, and angels that
work to purify and clarify your emotions. They provide emotional balance and sustenance, while giving insight into situations, revealing the easiest way to get where you want to be.The angels can aid your spiritual development and clarify the desires that lie within. These
angels can support your ability to maintain integrity when faced with compromise, and give you the power to project charisma. By working with the angels you can develop your imaginative abilities and intuition. The angels can restore confidence, inspire your thoughts and
help you to see visions, to obtain mystical guidance.This is a subtle and sophisticated form of ritual magick that gets the results you want by an indirect route. Rather than tackling the obvious symptoms of a problem, it works on aspects of your inner being to reorder
your life. By undergoing personal transformation, you can obtain the life you want.The first style of magick explored is all about making direct requests for change. The second style of magick is evocation, where the angel is called to appear visibly, so that you can
receive wisdom, guidance and change more directly.The powers conveyed by these angels are immense, because they connect you to your deepest self, making it easier to progress through life, attracting the situations and people that will bring you the most happiness. When
things are difficult, these angels offer sanctuary and emotional healing. You will discover:A simple ritual process requiring no special tools.42 unique Angelic Sigils, never before published.Divine names and Words of Power that unlock the magick.The secret Keys of
Evocation.The primary focus of the book is on practical magick that achieves results through inner change.
There is no such thing as a simple ritual to make you an overnight success. This is a system of magick. It is far more than a list of rituals that solve problems. You integrate a successful pathway into your life. The great secrets of magick were delivered to a genius
mathematician in the sixteenth century. After that, the magick was locked away for many years, then found again and shared in secret. Occultists are beginning to unravel these secrets to the point where they have become practical. The methods described here are based on a
lifetime studying and exploring success, combined with the wisdom of the Enochian Angels. Whether you are tired of the struggle, battling against competitors, finding it difficult to start or finish a project, uncertain of what to do with your life, or straining to get
where you want to be, this book presents a form of magick that can unlock your dreams. Whatever your age or experience, and no matter what you have gone through before, it is never too early or too late to find success. From this point on, you can choose the life you have
always wanted. With this magick, you can compress time, improve fortune, and open opportunity in a way that cannot happen without magick. Enochian Magick reveals an underlying power in the universe that can bring you the success you desire. This book shows every step you
need to take. People may tell you that you cannot use Enochian Magick, but the angels said otherwise. They said that magick should be used. We were told to use this magick to understand and experience its power. That is what you can do now. You don't need any equipment or
special magickal skills. You only need a private space where you can perform the magick. Centuries ago, in a set of strange and fascinating circumstances, the angels revealed an encoded magickal system to Doctor John Dee, a friend and advisor to Queen Elizabeth I. This
secret magick was nearly taken by the flames of the Great Fire of London. It survived, and has slowly been recovered, examined, explored, and experienced. Enochian Magick is no longer a historical curiosity but the essence of practical magick. Give it your attention, and
it can open you up to a life of success.
The Magickal Cashbook takes the most powerful occult systems and streamlines them into a fast, effective method for attracting money. Whether you want emergency cash or a strong financial future, this mix of ancient symbols and modern secrets gets wealth flowing into your
life. The sigil and method contain built-in magickal protection, to ensure that no harm can come to you through this working.
The Magick of The Heart, The Soul, and The Empowered Mind
How to Work with Spirits and Get Consistent Results
Create Your Own Spirits to Attract Pleasure, Power and Prosperity
Attract Love, Sex and Passion with Ancient Secrets and Words of Power
The Forty Servants - Little Black Book
Chaos Craft
Magickal Protection
Mystical Words of Power
A witty and iconoclastic commentary on magick and modern occult subculture by one of the founders of Chaos Magick. This book contains astonishing, controversial and revolutionary ideas on the theory and practice of magick, the structure of the universe and the nature of the mind. It holds many surprises as it challenges many of the conventional
assumptions and paradigms of magick. Filled with practical techniques, the book will give you the means to undo the fallacy of "being" and reach "sideways" into imaginary time to accomplish magic(k). Done in the style of Aleister Crowley's "Book of Lies", and humorously illustrated, this book is a must for all Chaoist and Western magicians.
Do you want to discover the most treasured secrets of money magick? In his latest book, acclaimed author Damon Brand presents an exclusive system for attracting money. This proven magick works safely, without wands, herbs, incense or candles. There is no need to pay the spirits, and there is no karma or spiritual backlash. You get what you deserve, you get it
fast and you get to spend it any way you want. Where the Magickal Cashbook gave just one method for attracting a small burst of money, and Wealth Magick worked on long-term career enhancement, Magickal Riches contains practical rituals that continually manifest money. Developed from ancient knowledge and modern occult technology, the major
workings in this book have never been published before, in any form. The secrets of Magickal Riches have been crafted by The Gallery of Magick during the past thirty years. You will discover: *The Master Money Ritual, using a sigil that contains a pattern of magickal symbols. *How to find your Secret Source of Money, to provide new streams of unexpected
income. *A Ritual To Increase Sales, for anybody who sells a product of any kind. *A Ritual For Buying and Selling that ensures that you get the best deal when you are buying or selling anything, from a small item to a house or business. *A ritual to Get Somebody To Pay Up. When you are owed money, use magick to get what belongs to you. *The Genius Rituals,
with a set of unique sigils to call on intelligent and helpful spirits. *A ritual to Attract Money Through Perception, for trading shares, or to find out the best course of action in any money-making situation. *The Chance Money Attraction ritual, employing the power of Nitika in harmony with other genius spirits, to bring money out of the blue. *The Gambling Ritual,
to increase your luck in lotteries and games of chance. *A secret technique, never revealed until now, for adding extra energy to your magickal workings. Damon Brand says, 'Creating money with magick is one of the most direct and exciting ways to experience the raw power of the occult.' If you are completely new to magick, be assured that this magick is safe
and effective. It will work whether you believe in it or not. If you are an experienced occultist, you will discover many new secrets for manifesting money. This exceptional work gives you all the knowledge, techniques, images and secret words that you need to unleash a flow of riches into your life.
Having a run of bad luck or feeling cursed? Are you under attack from a bully, a harsh boss or a mean partner? Magickal Protection can shield you from all kinds of psychic attack, mental cruelty and physical violence. It will stop curses, psychic attack and remove all supernatural dangers.You can protect your self, your home, your money, your work and your loved
ones, with a series of simple rituals. If you are afraid of violence, robbery, random accidents or personal attacks, make yourself safe with magick. Whether you are dealing with a vicious relative, a subtle aggressor or a truly malicious enemy, this magick can bring you authentic safety.Even if magick is new to you, everything you need to know is included in these
pages. Magickal Protection is perfect for beginners, while giving advanced protection to experienced occultists. This angelic magick is completely safe, doing harm to none, but keeping you free from danger.Acclaimed author Damon Brand works with the powerful Gallery of Magick, revealing the most practical secrets of magick. He says, 'There are thousands of
reasons why this book can work for you, keeping you safe from strange psychic dangers, or preventing something as ordinary and deadly as a random road accident.'You will discover: The most powerful banishing and protection ritualsHow to stop curses and bad luckProtect against stalkers and abusersPrevent hacking and identity theftTravel with complete
magickal protectionSilence gossip and rumorsSafeguard your home and possessionsStop people from draining your energyDamon says, 'You don't need wands, incense, robes or candles. The magick in this book is simple to use and can make your life calmer and safer. It will clear away past problems and prevent you from being hurt again. Follow the
instructions confidently and you will get the protection you need.'DISCLAIMER: Magick is not for everybody. If you are drawn to magick, you will get good results. If you are afraid of magick, you will not. The magick in Damon Brand's books has been developed by The Gallery of Magick to get results safely. There is plenty of evil in the world, but there is no evil in
these books. You will not be punished by karma or chased down by demons. But if you are afraid of magick or think that magick is evil, these books are not for you. If you're uncertain, you can read more about magick on the website. If you feel that magick can help you take control of your life, then welcome the power that these books offer.
The Grimoire Of The Forty Servants is everything you need to start working with this amazing Chaos Magick and Divination system. Contains all the information you will need for powerful rituals, Chaos Magick workings and oracle casting. Perfect companion to The Forty Servants deck (available at http://www.fortyservants.com) or works as a standalone Magick
system.This book contains all 40 Servant Full Colour images, along with tables and charts. It also contains their Sigils, Prayers, Mantras and detailed descriptions on their use.
Instant Access to the Angels of Power
The Complete Guide to the Magick and Divination System
The Hidden Power of Enochian Rituals
Magickal Seduction
The Angels of Alchemy
Wealth Magick
Tapping in to the Field of Consciousness Potential
Magical Techniques for Navigating the New Economic Reality
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step program toward spiritual attainment guides readers through each level of the the Golden Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.
• Explains how a Vampyre is not a blood-sucking mythical figure but a shaman who is skilled in gathering, using, and storing energy for magical power and personal liberation • Reveals how to gather and store energy from the world around you and shares magical techniques, manifestation methods, and practices to utilize the energy you
have collected • Looks at servitors and familiars, vampyric runes, dream architecture, money magick practices, and sex magick techniques as well as advanced practices such as healing with vampyric magick In this initiatory guide, Don Webb explains how to learn from the myth of the vampire to gather, use, and store energy for magical
power, manifestation, and personal liberation. A Master of the Order of the Vampyre within the Temple of Set, the author shares a 9-month process to awaken and initiate you as a Vampyre and allow you to actualize your hidden potential. Webb begins by explaining how to gather energy from the world around you and store it in the body, in
artifacts and talismans, and in groups of people, such as a coven. Through the 9 stages of initiation, the author offers guided magical techniques, manifestation methods, and experiments to utilize the energy you have learned to gather and store. He also examines familiars, Vampyric runes, money magick practices, and sex magic techniques.
Sharing more advanced practices, Webb looks at the creation and destruction of egregores and how to fight off psychic vampires--those who steal your power and energies. Achieve greater self-knowledge, a deeper connection with the energies that surround you, and the power to manifest your deepest desires by walking the path of the
Vampyre.
The Forty Servants is both a divination oracle deck and a powerful collection of Chaos Magick servitors that give easy access to potent archetypal energies that can be used to acquire your wishes and desires. The Little Black Book is a concise version of "The Grimoire of the Forty Servants" containing all relevant information you need to
begin working with the system. It contains all the intro text, the full Servant descriptions and sigils, but leaves out the expensive to print full colour images, and the end reference tables. (Please note that if you already own THE GRIMOIRE OF THE FORTY SERVANTS, you do not need this book, there is no new text within)
There's more to creative visualization than meets the eye! In this groundbreaking volume, first published in 1967, Ophiel lays out the 10 Laws of Creative Visualization. Once understood, they are as simple and as real as the laws of gravity or magnetism. In other words, they work. Ophiel tells us how to do -- and undo -- the magic of
visualization. Whether we want a new job, a new house, a new relationship, or a warm coat -- we can manifest that which will create happiness and comfort in our lives. And, should we discover that we've gotten it wrong -- that we neither want nor need what we've visualized, there are techniques to undo what has been done. Along with the
theory, Ophiel offers plenty of practice in working with symbols, visualizing physical reality, making a "treasure chart, " and understanding the role of emotion in visualization. Work with the symbols in the book and learn how to create your own. This is practical metaphysics at its best. Love spells are forever, but if you want the object of your
affection to go away, Ophiel tells you how to do that as well.
Reality Manipulation Through the Ovayki Current
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Download File PDF Magickal Servitors Create Your Own Spirits To Attract Pleasure Power And Prosperity
Harness the Power of Thought Forms
Advanced Magick for Beginners
Practical Techniques for Directing Your Reality
Create a Servitor Companion
The Wheel of the Year in Eight Colours
Walking with Spirits
The Secret of Spirit-Thought Magic
Many people are interested in using thought power to manifest money, wealth, and prosperity in their lives. Unfortunately, they do not know that there is more out there to work with than just 'The Law of Attraction' or 'The Secret'. In this book you will discover the difference between thought forms and servitors and how you can create your own very powerful thought forms to manifest the material things
that you desire. You will learn: - How to create a wealth building servitor, and how you can participate in a group-created wealth servitor which I refer to as the "MOlamp Experiment." - How thoughts create reality and how they create the objects and situations in all our lives. - What beliefs are, how to discover your own beliefs and how to change them. This definition and the techniques mentioned are
quite different, at a fundamental level, from what many are now practicing. - About the Obtainability Factor, and how this seldom mentioned dynamic can make all the difference when it comes to your success in manifestation. - How synchronicity, omens, and meaningful coincidences play a major role in getting you what you want. - How to achieve a detached mental state that will allow you to relax and
to attract luck into your life. - Why it is impossible to be happy, appreciative, and positive all the time and why you can't use the mind in this way to manifest the things that you desire. It is my hope that this book will be a valid resource for beginners and seasoned practitioners alike.
Blending together the essences of chaos magic and modern Paganism, this book records the emergence of the new tradition of Chaos Craft. Many of the essays presented here were first brewed in the cauldron of theblogofbaphomet.com. Others, published here for the first time, comprise the secret rituals of this unashamedly syncretic form of occultism. The potion you may sample inside is infused with the
flavours of Gurdjieff, mindfulness meditation, trance-bodywork, entheogenics, Wiccan and Sabbatic Craft. The mixture has been diligently stirred widdershins for two years as the Wheel of the Year cycled through the Colours of Chaos. The explorations, the questions, the techniques and reflections presented here are part of an ongoing magical work. Like the figure of Baphomet hirself (patron deity of
Chaos Craft), the elixir pouring from this cauldron is redolent with the rich alchemy of what modern magicians do. Would you care for a sip?
Discover the secrets of angelic power. The angels are ready to listen and ready to work for you. All you have to do is ask in the right way. The 72 Angels of Magick brings together the content of Magickal Angels and The Greater Magickal Angels. For the first time, all the information is included in one volume. If you already own those books, you don't need this one. If you're new to angel magick,
everything you need for success is here. When you contact the angels listed in this book you will have the power to dominate success and fortune, obtain what you wish, protect yourself and stop enemies. These mighty angels can be contacted easily, instructed directly and will gladly fulfill your desires. You don't need to believe anything or belong to any religion. You don't need to be pure or worthy. All
you need is a strong desire for something to change in your world. If you have that desire, the angels will take you where you want to go. It is their purpose to give you the power to express the life you dream of living. Whether you are seeking fame, money, wisdom, healing or peace, the angelic powers can help you to improve your life in the ways that matter to you most. The angels in this book can help
you to carry out difficult tasks, strengthen your will power and increase your popularity. You can attract love, find harmony, increase fame, find strength, break through adversity, sleep well, heal yourself and obtain clear thought. There are angelic powers that enable you to invent, discover new methods, improve your business and find new supporters. You can increase the loyalty of friends and lovers. The
power to improve prosperity, win awards, write well, be stable, reduce anxiety, learn easily, understand in new ways and dominate strong personalities is at your hand. The angels can help you to excite new passion, discover more about yourself and see the past, present and future with clarity. They will protect, uncover truth, stop liars, inspire artists and spread the word about your creative works. Debtors
can be made to pay up. You can turn enemies into friends. Whether you are making deals, learning a trade, trying to pass exams or working to increase your income, these angels can bring the help you need. You will discover: A unique talisman that opens the gateway to angelic contact The Words of Power that establish an angelic connection Seventy-Two unique sigils for contacting angels Over two
hundred angelic powers that can be used in thousands of ways Information on how to choose the right angel Methods for communicating directly with angels Ancient secrets for contacting angels that can't be found anywhere else.
This book is about real magick, effecting real change, in a real world. There are some books on magick that teach it purely as spiritual advancement. There are others that teach it as a form of psychological self-help that effects only inner change. While magick can and should be both of these, it is something more. The Sorcerer's Secrets is about success in practical magick; it is a book that aims at change in
both the outer and inner worlds. Beyond a mere spell book or training course, The Sorcerer's Secrets is a field manual on successful sorcery written by a professional sorcerer. The first part of the book lays out the qualities, concepts, and exercises necessary to attempt practical magick. The second part presents clear strategies for tackling almost any type of issue with sorcery. In this book you will learn how
to: Attack problems from multiple angles, not just by casting a spell. Blend mundane and magickal action to ensure success. Figure out whether what you are doing is working. Fix it if it isn't. Go beyond readings, into magickal intelligence-gathering. Influence the minds of other people. Work most effectively on behalf of others. The Sorcerer's Secrets will help rescue the art of Magick from those who have
ignored, downplayed, or just outright denied the existence of practical sorcery in favor of arcane titles, intangible results, and fantasy attainments.
Demons of Magick
Energy Magick of the Vampyre
A Complete Course
The Grimoire of the Forty Servants
Magickal Cashbook
A Handbook of Psychic Energy Manipulation
The Chaos Protocols
Subtle Energy
This irreverent guide to chaos magic emphasizes experimentation and finding out what works best for you. Andrieh Vitimus presents a revolutionary hands-on course of study for the average Jane or Joe. Vitimus banishes the severe tone of other esoteric orders, offering an accessible and practical approach that makes it easier to perform
successful chaos magic that is uniquely your own. Praise: "Andrieh Vitimus is the real deal...honest-to-gods, in-your-face magic. Hands-On Chaos Magic is just what it says, and the next best thing to working with the master himself." --Lon Milo DuQuette, author of The Magick of Aleister Crowley, Homemade Magick, and Low Magick "A musthave for any magician." -- Taylor Ellwood, author of Multi-Media Magic "Written with intelligence, experience, and a genuine desire to empower readers." --Raven Digitalis, author of Shadow Magick Compendium "A usable introduction to the concepts and practical techniques of chaos magic."--Donald Michael Kraig, author of Modern Magick "A
well-considered and thorough contribution to the chaos magic current."--Dave Lee, author of Chaotopia
This book contains 77 sigils, seals and talismans, each printed on its own page (with nothing on the back), so you can use them easily in rituals. It was designed to be used by magickal workers who are familiar with Damon Brand's first seven books, released by The Gallery of Magick. This book contains all the ritual images from Magickal
Cashbook, Wealth Magick, Magickal Angels, Magickal Seduction, Adventures In Sex Magick, The Magickal Job Seeker and Words of Power.You can photocopy the images, use them directly in the book or even cut the book up and use the sigils in your magickal work.Images that contain color - such as the red central seal on the sigils from
Magickal Angels - have been printed with color. The book also contains colored versions of the Magickal Cashbook sigils, to help them blend with your cashbook, along with the newly revised version of the Nitika sigil.This book is not essential for students of Damon Brand, but was requested by many readers, because they lack quality
printers, or because they wanted high-quality copies of the sigils.
A step by step approach to developing psychic ability through the manipulation of the subtle energy body.
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